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1. State and prove Lagrange's theorem for a finite group G' t25l

(a) In a group G, fl and K are difierent subgroups of order p, p is

prime. Show that ll a K = {e}, where e is the identity elemeot

of G. l15l

(b) Prove that in a finite group G, the order ol each element divides

orcier of G. Hence prove that orc = e, V o e G. t15l

(c) Let G be a non-abelian Sroup of order 20 Prove that G contains

atleast one element of order 5 or 10 1151

(d) i. Let G be a group of order 27. Prove that G contains a sub

group of order 3. 11il

ii. Suppose that fI, K are unequal subgroups of G, each of order

16. Prove that 24 :) H U K 1< 3I [15]



Z. 1u) Wnut is rleant by saying that a subgroup of a group is nor-

mal? l05l

i. Let ll and K be two normal subgroups of a group G Prove

that Il n K is a normal subgroup ol G t10]

ii. Prove that every subgroup of an abelian group is a normal

subgroup.

(b) \ 'irh usual nolations prove lhal

i. /f (a) 5 G;

ii. 1l < /f (,{);

l10l

iii. N(H) is the largest subgroup of G in which ll is normal [10]

(.) i. 1,et Il be a subgroup of a group G such that c2 € Il for every

r iB G. Prove that fl:! G and G/Il is abelian l20]

ii. Show that a group in which all the mrh powers comrnute with

each other and all the izth powers commute with ea'tr other'

m, and n relativelv prime, is abelian l15l

( Hint:I{ m,n are relatively prime there odst integers x and

Y such that om + gn' : 1 )

3. (a) State and prove the first isomorphism theorem l25]

(b) Let 11 and K be two normal subgroups of a group G sucil that

1( ! 1{. Prove that

i. K !H;
ii. HIK 3GlKl
,,, 9JL=GtH."" HIK

I15l

115l

l05l

l20l

t20l



(c) From second isomorphism theorem deduce that I tlK J=

where Il 5 G, K tG
Hence deduce that, if G is a 6nite group with a normal subgroup

-l{ suoh that (l N l, I G/I\' | ) = l then /f is the unique subgroup

of G ol order l 1{ l l15l

(rL) Define the follo$'ing terms as appiied to a group G

i. commutator of two elements o' b of G;

ii. commutator subgrouP (G');

iii. internal direct product of two subgroups of G'

(b) Prove that

i. G' <G;

l10l

l10l

l10l

11t

ii. G/Gris abelian ll0l'

(c) i. Lei .Fl ard K be two sut'groups ol a group G' then prove that

G:HgKifandonlYif
A. each, € G can be uuiquely expressed in the form

c = h,k,where heH,ke K

B. hk = kh for anY l' € -EJ, ft e K [25]

ii. Give an exaEple to show that a group cannot always be ex-

pressed as the jntelnal dircct prodrrct of two non-triaial nor-

mal subgrouPs l20]



(J From second isomorphism theorem deduce that I 1IK l=

where-FJS G, K <G.

Hence deduce that, if G is a finite group with a tormal

N sucb that ( 1/ I, I G/If I ) = 1, then 1f is the unique

ofGolorderl/{1.

4. (tr.) Define the follorving ierms as apPlied to a group G.

i. commutator of two elements o, b of G;

ii. commutator subgroup (G');

iii. internal direct product of two subgroups of C

(b) Prove that

i. G, 3G;

ii. G/G' is abelian.

HA
trt li

subgroup

subgroup

i15l

[10]

I10l

l10l

l15l

[10]

(c) i. Let 1/ and K be two subgroups of a group G. then prove that

G=lJSKifandonlyif

A. each :r € G can be uniquely opressed in the lbrm

x:h,h,wherch€H,heK.

B. /r& = k[ for any h e H,k e K. 125)

ii. Give an exampl€ to show that a group cannot always be ex

pressed as the internal direct product of two non-triviai nor-

mai subgroups. I20l
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igg' group G.

terms " automorphism" and "inner automorphism" of a

[10]

Let AutG be the set of aii automorphisms of G and let InnG be the

set of all inner automorphisms of G.

(a) Show that

i. AutG is a group under composltion of maps; [20]

ii. InnG is a normal subgroup of AutG. 120]

(b) If H is a subgroup of G, prove Nhar N (H) lZ (H) = InnG, l20l

Hence decluce that GIZ(G) z lnr,G ll0l

Where. V(H) , t" c E I xH Hr] and

Z(H\ : {a e H I ar = raYx e H}'

(c) If G : {o,b}, find AutG for ea.ch of the binarv

'and ux'definedby,

i. a . a = o , a * b = b, .b + o b. b,b o:

ii. oxo=rr, ax b-b, Dxa=a,bxb:b

6. Define the following terms as applied to a group

* Permutation;

* Cycle of order r;

* Tta,nsposition

operaiions " +

l15l

(a) Prove that the permutation group on t symbols (s") is a 6nitt

group of order n!. t15]

Is it true that s' is abelian for n > 2? Justifo your answer' l10l

120l



'f*Xprove that evcry permuration in so can b" "*Xit\s*r***(b)

of transpositions. 120l

(c) Prove that the set of even permutations forms a normal subgroup

of s,. P0l

(d) Prove with the usual notations ihat ,4, = sn implies n = 1 [20]

7. What is meant by a conjugate class in a group?

Write down the class equation of a finite group G

I'Ience or otherwise prove that

(a) i. If the order of G is pn, where p is a prime number, then celtre

of G is lon-trivial. I25l

ii. If the order of G is p2, where p is prime number then G is

t10l

[05]

(b)

abelian.

If G be a group of order 27, deduce that

i. G has a non-trivial ceftre Z(G);

ii. If G is non-abelian then ordet of the centre of G is 3

Let G be a group containing an element of Jinite order D > 1

exactly two conjugate classes. Prove that G :2.

I20l

[101

l10l

and

l20l

(")



a.t'

S. define the term p-grouP t10l

(a) Prove that homomorphic image of a p-group is a p-group l20]

(b) Let G be a finite abeliar group and p be a prime number such

that p is a clivisor of the order of G. Plove ihat G has an element

of order p. l40l

(c) "If G is a 6nite group, p a prine, and p'the highest power ofp

dividing the order of G, ther ther€ is a subgroup of G of order

Usilg the above fact or oiherwise, prove that a finite Sroup G is

a p group if ancl only if every element of G has order a power of

130l


